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Abstract 

Io this paper we present the magnetic design of the fwo dimensid coil and 
iron cross section, refefied'J to as DSX201/W6733, for the 60 mm aperture main 
ring dipole magnet for the Superconducting Super CoUidex (SSC). The computed 
values of the allawed field harmonica as afunction of current, the quench performance 

. predictions, the stored energy calculations, the ef€& of random efiora on the coil 
placement and the Lorents forces on the coil will be presented. The yoke has been 
optimized to reduce iron safuration effects on the field harmonica. We shall present 
the summary of thio design which will include the expeckd overall PeFformSnce of this 
moss section. Prototypes of these dipoles are being built at the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL) and at the Fermi Natioaal Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL). There 
are slight differences between the cross sections at the two laboratories. 

Introduction 
It has been decided to increase the aperture ofthe superconducting dipole magnet 

from 40 mm to 50 mm. In addition, it was recommmded by the SSC 8 cm Dipole 
'Risk Fora3 to w e  wider cablea than those uaed in the 4 cm dipole4 to obtain a field 
margin of 10% over 6.6 tesla. However, due to a decrwse in the effedi.pe magnetic 
length of the dipole, the design field for 20 TeV operation has been incmsed to 6.7 
tesla Jhm beam dynamica considerations, this dipole is required to have d e r  
d u e s  of field harmonics and a d e r  vadation in them due to iron saturation than 
those originaug specified for the SSC 4 cm dipole magnet. 

The coil aperture in fhis magnet will actually be 49.56 mm instead dS0 mm. This 
reflects a slight chaage in the width ofthe cable used in the h e r  layer. More~ver, the 
t h i h  of the cable uaed in the outer layer was also chaaged. These modifications 
produce 1c small change in the dues of field harmonics from their design d u e .  An 
iteration in the basic coil design could be made to bring the harmonica back to their 
original dues. However, due to various reasom thqharmonica from the m a n u l f r t c t u r e d  
coil usually have a small systematic shift &om those which the coil was designed to 

* This work has been supported by U.S. Depkment of Ehergy. 
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have. Therefore, to avoid delay in the magnet program, an iteration to obtain the 
desired h o n i c s  in the production magnet could be incorporated after a few magnets 
axe made. 

The basic coil ~ y ) 9 8  section in the BNL and FNAL magnets is the same except 
for a 10 mil difkence in the pole angle of the outer layer. The cliikencea in the 
iron cross sedion arise due to the fact thst the BNL design has a horizontally split 
yoke, whila the F'NAL design has a vatically split yoke. Theae differences and their 
effect on the field quality will be discussedinmare details in thefollawing etctionS. 
However, in most reapecfs, the two designs perf' the same lmagnetidy and unless 
otherwise mentioned, the following discussion applies to both. 
Coil Design 

of two layers of superconducting cables. Stnne basic parameters 
of the cablea used in the inner and outer layem am Bhawn in "%le 1.. The cable used 
in the inner layer has 30 strauds and in the outer lqm 36. 

Table 1: Cable properties of SSC SO mm magnet with wider cables. 

. 

. 

The coil is 

Cable parameters 
Filament diameter, micron 

Strand diameter, mm 
No. of strands 

No. of strands x Strand Area., mm2 
(Approximate cable area) 
Cable width, bare, mm 

Cable width, insulated, mm 
Cable mid-thihes, bare, mm 

Cable mid-thickness, insulated, mm 
Kwstone. (max-min) thickness. mm 

15.382 11.872 

12.34 11.68 
12.51 11.85 
1.458 1.156 
1.626 1.331 
0.262 0.206 

The coil is designed by placing the cables in such a way that they produce a 
field with a high degree of uniformity. This is done using the computer program 
PARZDOPP which  use^ aealytic expressians for computing the field harmonics at 
the center of the magnet of coils in a circular oop iron aperture. It also computes the 
peak field on the 8uT28ce of the conductor. 

We examined numerous codlgwations for the mil design. The one selected has 
a total o f 4  turns in each quadrant in two layers. The h e r  layer has 19 turns in 
four blocks (three wedges) and the outer has 26 turns in two blocks (one wedge). 
During the coil optimization process, we c l d y  monitomd the peak field, i.a, the 
maximum d u e  of magnetic field in the conductor, both in the inner and in the outer 
lqw. For the same transfer function, a ooil design with a lower peak field would 
produce a zingnet which will quench at a higher current. In our search for the most 
optimum coil coafiguration, we kept the number of wedges in the outer law. to be 
one; however in the inner we looked for solutions with two or three wedges. The 
designs with two wedges in the inner layer were, in general, found to have a higher 
peak field or excessive harmonic content. For this reason, we chose a design having 
three wedges in the inner layer. The SSC 4 cm magnet also has three wedgea in the 
inner layer and one in the outer. Hawever, the presknt mil is optimized in such a way 
that the two wedges nearest to the pole h t h e  inner layer are identical and symmetric. 
This design has performance comparable to those which did not have this imposition 
on the two wedges. 
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field harmodc~ in this magnet (However, it does not include the contributions from 
persistent currents in the supercondudor). As mentioned d e r ,  for mechanical 
reasons, the size of the cable was changed by a small amount from the one assumed in 
the original design. This produas notewadcthy deviations in the three lowest allawed 
field harmonia. The last XQW of the table+ aRevised”, refer to the d u e s  of field 
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harmonicsin the magaef after this change in the cable size. - -- 

‘hble 2: Desired and Optimized dues of low JeZd harmonia in 
prime units. The harmonia in magnet take into 8ccount the pole 
notch and a f i t  face in the iron at the midplane. These harmonics 

in the units of 104. 

.: 1 

A small di&nnce in the uRevised” BNL and FNAL harmonics is due to the fact 
that (a) the pole angle in the out layer of FNAL cross section is 10 mil smaller than in 
BNL and (b) the notch in the aperture of the vertically split iron is at the midplane 
and in the horizontally split iron is at the pole. 

We have used the following d a t i o n  for field harmonics 

where Bo is the field at the center of the magnet, Be and B, the components of field at 
(r,O), & the n-tion radius, a,, the skew harmoaics and the normal. These 
h o n i a  are usually quoted in prime units (tn and 4) when & is chosen to be 1 
cm and the harmonia are given in lo4 units. 

Iron Yoke Design 

In this section we shall discuss the process used in designing the iron yoke. The 
iron contributes about 22% to the magnetic field at 6.7 tesla (somewhat higher at 
lowex field). Sice the magnetization of the iron is not a linear function of current 

. in the coil and since the magnetization of the iron is not the same throughaut the 
~ y ) 8 8  section, the uniformity of the field becomes a function of the current in the coil. 
The yoke is optimized to produce a minimum change in field harmonia (due to iron 
saturation) for the maximum achievable d u e  of transfer function at 6.7 teala We 
used computer codes POISSON, MDP and PE2D for this purpose. We shall compare 
the d t s  of field computations done using these three codes. We shall discuss, in 
detail, the computer model of the 6nal design and the results of fidd Calculations far it 
with POISSON; -An iron packing factor of 97.5% has been used in these calculations. 

If no special technique for controlling iron saturation were used, the change in bi 
harmonic due to iron saturation will be over 1 unit. This is more than the desired 
chanFe of less than 0.6 unit. The following three options were considered for reducing 
the b, saturation swing. They all try to control the +n saturation at the iron aperture 
60 that it saturates evenly. 

0 Reduced (shaved) iron 0.d. 
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SEE OFTAIL A 

83.014 0.0. OUTER COIL 

\\ . ), 
42.968 1.0. OUTER COIL 

... . . . 

Figure 1: Optimizka for SSC 50 mm Dipole. 

The physical layout of the optimized coil codgumtion is shown in Figure 1, 
Low Field Harmonics . 

The iron aperture is not completely circular in this magnet. It has a pole notch 
and a small vertical straight face at the midplane. These structures introduce small 
but n o t i d l e  non-zero valuea of 4 and bi harmonics, These harmonica shauld be 
cancelled out in a coil design if the magnet ia to pruduce zero low field h o n i a .  
Therefore, to can& the effect of non-circular iron h e r  radius, -0.28 prime units of 
$3 and M.01 of bi, were desired in the optimized & i  In addition, a m n - m  value 
of 4 harmonic was desired for centering the coil during the field measurements. Since 
the given toleragce in 4 waa 0.05 prime unit, we looked for a solution which had a 
magnitude of this harmonic between 0.04 and 0.05. This requirement on bk threw 
many designs out of running. However, the design which satisfied all of above 
requirements was no worse in performance to those which did not. 

In mle 2 we have given the desired and optimized dues of field harmo&x 
in prime units. h o n i a ,  higher than &, h ~ d  9s optimized value of < 0.001, as 
desired. In the row of desired harmonics, we have also listed the allowed systematic 
errors in them. BNI; mugnet” harmonics takes into account the pole notch and 
a flat face in the iron at the midplane. These would be the expected dues  of low 



! Stabless Steel (non-magnetic) key at the midplane 
Shim at the iron h e r  Burface 

.The h t  scheme, though most straight forward, produces a large loa in transfer 
function at 6.7 tala than the other two &emes. The third scheme, though adually 
in- the trader function at 6.7 tesla due to extra iron, quirea more engineer- 
ing development due to ita n o n e  aperture. The second scheme producea very 
little loss in t d e r  function (0.3% at 6.7 tesla compared to a keyla or magnetic 
key version) for a comparatively large reciuction in 4 satmation ( f  unit). -, 
it als~  ha^ the advantage of giving a lever (within limits) iix o o n t m ~  4 satwation 
by changing the location and/or size of the key without a f f "  the other parts of 
the magnet design. This is 80 because nothing changts at the iron h e r  or outer 
Burf&ce. If the mehrementa don't match with the calculations due to any reason, 
then this could be avery useful and d e n t  handle to empirically correct the b 
versus I curve. In the past, meamremmta and cahdati- have agce+ to afew tenth 
of prime unit when the change in 4 harmonic due to iron saturation was compared. 
It may be pointed out that besides iron saturation, 2~ and other harmonics are also 
a function of cufiezlt because of the coil Momnation due to Lorentz farces. 

The POISSON model of the optimized yoke for the horizaatdly split iron (BNL) 
is shown in Figure 2 and for the vertically split iFon (FNAL) in Figure 3 which also 
shows the field linea at 6500 ampere, The iron id. is 5.339 . This leaves a space of 
17 mm for the collar. The iron 0.d. is 13.0". This value is a slight reduction from the 
value 13.22 obtained by extrapolation of the present 4 cm aperture deaign, and 
hence includes a bit of iron shaving. The stainless steel key in the horizontally split 
yoke design is located at 3.6" and has a size of 4" x t. In the vertica,lly split design 
a cutout at the midplane is incorporated to reduce the iron sahration. The size and 
location d this cutout is the same as in the BNL yoke where it was intended far the 
stainless steel key. Aa mentioned earlier, the iron aperture is not completely tSmda,r. 
The BNL yoke has a pole notch of size 0.20f x 0.10511 and a vertical straight face 
at the midplane which starts at t = 2.643". The FNAL yoke has both the notch 
and a vertical fhce at the midplane. The FNAL yokc has an additional pin located 
below the bus slot. This pin is made of non-magnetic steel and produces a noticeable 
effect on iron saturation. Other structurea in the two yokes are shown in the above 
mentioned figures. 

In a b l e  3, we list the transfer function (T.F.) and 4 as a function of current as 
computed by POISSON, MDP and PE2D in the BNL yoke and by POISSON in the 
case of FNAL yoke. The low field 4 harmonic has been cofieded 80 that it starts 
from zero; a non-Zen, value is arti6icial and is related to the way the computer mdel 
of a given coil and iron geometry is set up in these three codea.'The maximum $2 
saturation, as computed by the three codes is about 0.3 prime unit. Please note that 
the calculations presented in this paper do not include the &e& of the cryostat wall. 
POISSON u8es a gemmked finite difference method, MDP usea an integral method 
and PE2D usea the finite element method. Despite the fact that these three programs 
uses three differenf methods for solving the problem, it is encouraging to see that all 
predict a small saturation shift. 
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F;.eure 2: POISSON model for SSC SO mm Dipole with the horizon- 
tally split iron lamination. 

Figure 3: POISSON model and field lines at 6500 ampere for SSC 
SO mm Dipole with the vertically split kn' lamination. 
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Harmonic 

S(TF), at 6.6T 
6 (&)ms, 104 

S(b:') , lo4 
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POISSON POISSON MDP PE2D 
FNALyoke BNLpoke BNLyoke BNLyoke 
2.84% 2.62% 2.70% 2.63 % 
0.36 0.28 . 0.22 0.36 

0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.04 

Table 3: Transfer function and 4 Variation as function of current. In 
all cases 6 is corrected to start from zero at 3.0 Id. 
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In Table 5 we present the results of POISSON calculations for various duea  of 
current per turn in BNL yoke. In Figure 4, we plot the variation of field harmonics 
as a function of central field. 
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kA tesla I BPk,T 9 I Location 
6.85 6.9058 I 7.2374 1.048 I 6% 
7.20 7.2100 I 7.5595 I 1.048 I 5% 

I 

Expected Quench Performance 
The central field at which the cable looses its superconducting properti= (B,,, 

with "ss" standing tor Short Sample) depend&6 on the maximum magnetic field in 
the conductor (peak field), the bath temperature, the current density in the cable and 
the quality of the cable it& (degradation). We have listed the peak field (B,,m) in 
the inner and outer layers in Table 6 for two valuea of central field (Bo). The ratio of 
Bpm to Bo, the Enhancement Factor, is given in the next column. In each layer, the 
peak field is found on the upper edge of the top (pole) most turn. The location of it is 
expressed in % of the cable width aa measured from the upp le f t  comer of that turn. 
In the next column we list this location. We have done the peak fidd calcuIations 
using the code MDP which is cons idd  to be better suited to this purpose. 

Peak fielda in SSC 50 mm Dipole as computed With MDP. 
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Table 62 

Bp&,T I 
11% 6.0016 I 0.869 

6.2660 I 0869 11% 

I 1  I B, I h e r  I outer I 

l e  Bn~;rl(n . T-.+ 
amp %owr6.?T Mvm 

Inner 1.7 7.149 7125 6.7 OM9 
15 7 m  7273 8.6 0625 

SPA S6.W 
amp/cm2 amp/m2 
736 681 
788 715 

Our calculations assume that the superconducting wire will have a critical current 
density Jc (ST, 4.2K) of 27SO ump/mm2. The @ty of the supenxwductor gets 
degraded when the cable is made out of these wires and put in the magnet. We have 
done dcdations with 5% degradation (Jc=2612.5) in %ble 7 at 4.35' kelvin bath 
temperature. 

Table 7: 
cable degradation (Je = 2612bAmp/mm2) and at 4.35' kelvin temperature. 

Expected quench performance of SSC SO mm Dipole with 5% 

1.3 
Outer 2.0 

1.8 

7.398 7411 10.4 0.730 863 759 
72438 7267 8.7 0- 919 834 
7.445 7470 1Ll 0.709 980 86s 

In th= tabla f ~ e  have listed the F'ield Margin (Bmr#jn) a d  the Temperature 
Margin (Tmrain). The femperat~re margin is defined as the maJcimum possible com- 
puted rise in the aperating temperature (over the design value of normal operation, 
which is 4.35O K) before which the magnet will qua& at the design cenfral field 
(Bde,i,,=6.5 tesla). .The Field Margin is d&ed as follm 

Bas -Bduiga 

Bduign 
Bmarpin (%) E 

In the outer layer a copper to superconductor ratio, CSR or Cu/Sc, of 2.0 and 
1.8 is used in the &dations. In the inner layer we have done these calculations for 
Cu/Sc ratios of 1.7,1.5 and 1.3. We have listed the computed central field (B,,) when 
the magnet is expected to quench, the current in the cable at that time (Ic) and the 
current density (Seen&) in copper to carrg that current. A lower current density in 
copper is expected to give a better stabiity. We have aIso given the current deasitr 
in the copper at 6.7 tesla (s6.m). when comparing the two cases in a table, S6.m is 
a more appropriate parameter to consider than Sqrcnc~. 
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Parameter 

BlockNo. 1 
BlockNo. 2 
Block No. 3 
Block No. 4 
Block No. S 
BlockNo. 6 
RMS Blocks 

WedgeNo, 2 
W+No. 3 
WdgeNo. 4 
-w* 

Cable thickness inner 
Cable thickness outer 
RMS Cable thickness 

Pole angle h e r  
Pole angle outer 
RMS Pole d e s  

changed 

WedgeNo. 1 

I 

I 

The design estimates of quench field, e&, have been listed in Table 7. They 
presume a degradation of S% (J~26124, bath temperalam of 4.35' kelvin and a 
copper to superconductor ratio of 1.8 in the outer layer and of 1.S in the k la.. .  
The quench field of 7.273 teda in the inner lapr gives a field margin of 8.6% over the 
design aperating field of 6.7 tesla The quench field of 7.445 tesla in the outer layer 
give3 a field margin of 11.1%. 

Estimating the Effect of Random Errors 

1 

, 
i - - - _ _  

Due to varioua reasans the actual value of a parazneter used in deaieping the 
coil may come out to be m e  what difE"t than desired. In particular, we are 
inkrested in variations in the locations ofthe turns in the d This amiea a change 
in the transfer function and field harmanics. In this section the de& of these errors 
in various cases are estimated using the procedure dewdoped by P.A. Thanpaon'. 
The basic four fold symmetry in the dipole coil geometry is ret&ed.in this analysis. 
Though this is not a reslistic assumption, it is useful m estimating the size of some 
random efiy~ra. In Table 8 these effects are listed for a nomid 0.05 mm variation in 
the given parameter. 

Table 8: 
the t d e r  function and the field hannoazica. 

The dect of 0.05 mm change in the given parsmeter on 

TF 6 b; bb 
TM 104 104 104 
0.31' -0.25 -0.10 -0.01 
-0.32 0.31 0.12 0.01 
-0.12' 0.36 -0.02 -0.01 
-020 0.33 -0.08. 0.01 
-0.11 -0.04 -0.01 0.00 
-0.78 0.22 0.03 0.00 
0.38 0.27 0.07 0.01 

0.83 0.69 0.05 -0.01 
2.32 0.71 -0.04 0.00 
-0.S7 -0.11 0.00 0.00 
1.48 0.s2 0.03 0.01 
2.63 1.08 0.05 . -0.01 
1.99 0.48 0.02 0.00 
2.33 0.83 0.04 0.01 
-4.01 -0.45 0.06 -0.01 
-2.26 -0.42 0.00 0.00 
3.25 0.43 0.04 0.01 

-146 -0.48 0.02 0.01 

First we have given the effect of changing the radius of every turn in each current 
block by M.05 mm. The counting of the blocks in the table is done by starting from 
the inner layer and from the midplane of each I-. Next we estimate the deet of 
chmging the wedge size by 3-0.05 nun. Pole angle is held constant in this calculation 
by reducing the conductor thickness by an appropriate amount. The counting scheme 
for the wedges is the a w e  aa it was for the current blocks. It is possible that during 
the molding, the thickness of the cable doea not get reduced d o d y  wi- a layer. 
To estimate this effect, a hear change in the cable thickness is assumed in going from 
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Stored Energy per unit length, kJ/m 
Stored Energy for 18 m long Dipole, kJ 
Inductance per unit length, mH/m 
Inductance for 15 m low Dimle. mH 

the midplane to pole such that the middle turn is displaced azimuthally by 0.05 mm. 
The pole angle does not change during thia perturbation. This effect is given for the 
inner and outer layem in the next two rows of this table. We aIa0 estimate the &ect 
of haeasing the pole angle by 0.05 mm in the inner and in the outer layer. We also ,' 
compute the Rnot Mean Sqwm (RMS) change for ea& group of these vaxiatiom. 

I 

I 

POISSON PE2D 
105.0 105.3 
lS75.6 1579.8 
4.972 4.986 
74.58s 74.783 

Stored Energy and Inductance Calculations 
' We have done stored energy calculatim with the compuk codes POISSON and 

PE2D at 6.S kA (6.6 tesla). The d t s  are given in ?&ble 9. In this table m have 
given the stored energy and inductance per unit length and for a 15 m long dipole. 
The inductance has been computed using the relation 

Stored Energy = )Inductance x 

Lorents Force Calculations 
The value of h t z  force on each turn is obtained from the components of the 

magnetic field (B,,B,) which are calculated using the progrsm MDP. Howlever, B, 
and BV are not uniform in a turn. We obtain the average values of these components 
from a grid of 10 x 2 a c r ~ ~ ~  the width and thi&ess of the cable. 

The variation in the magnitude of the radial and azimufhal mponents of the 
brentz force, namely 3'' and &, with the turn number is shown in Figure S. The 
turn mimbers are counted h m  the midplane The Lorentz fara acts on the coil such 
that the azimuthal component compnxma the coil on the midplane and the radial 
component expanda it outward. Though the radial force on the turns in the outer 
layer is very 8211831, the force on the turns in the inner layer must be transmitted 
through the outer layer to the structure af the magnet. In FSgure 6 we have shown 
the direction and magnitude of the total force in each block. The arrows represent 
the size and the magnitude of the force. Please note that the force in a block is a 
vector sum of the force acting on the individual turns of that block. 
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Figure 5: Magnitude of the Lorenta Force on each turn. 
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Figure 6: Lorents Force on each block. 
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Layer + 
No. of Turns ........ 
Strand Diameter, mm 
strandsper turn ..... 
Coili.d.,mm ........ 
Coilo.d., mm ........ 
Bpe~)/Bo Ratio . . 
Cu/Sc Ratio .. .: ..... 
Mar& over 6.7 T ... 

Summary of the Design 

h e r  
19 

0.808 
30 
4.M 
7S.36 
1.048 
1.5 

8.6% 

In this section we present the summary of this design. It includes various dimen- 1 
sions and the expected performance of this cross section, The summary of the coil 
408s d o n  is given in a b l e  10. The coil haa two layers and the number of turns , 
are the number of turns in each quadrant m a+. The 6eld margin in this cross 
section is limited by the inner lap. If the cable usedm the halayer has a copper 
to supercondudor ratio of 1.3, the margin d d  be'l0.4%. The summarg of the iron 
cross section and the effect of saturation on field harmonics is given in 'Jhble 11. 
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Table 10: Summary of SSC SO mm Dipole Coil Cross section. 
outer 

. 26 
0.648 
36 

74.91 
99.42 . 
0.869 
1.8 

11.1% 

Thble 11: Summary of SSC SO mm Dipole Iron Cross section. 
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